1 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Not So Splash/ by the Book
Olive and Otto must figure out why parts of the town are turning snowy and cold during summer.

8:30pm Odd Squad
O Vs. The Balcano/Assistants’ Creed
When the ball pit starts to overflow, Odd Squad must stop headquarters from being destroyed.

9pm Arthur
Three’s A Crowd/A Is for Angry
Can Prunella share her mom during yoga? Arthur loses his fan support during a checkers competition.

9:30pm Arthur
Fernlets By Fern/Prunella and the Haunted Locker
Muffy talks Fern into writing poems for a new line of greeting cards which becomes a big hit.

10pm Sesame Street
The Wheel Deal
Nina cleans out the bike shop and the Three Pigs Movers help move everything for Oscar.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor
Daniel has a new experience visiting school for the first time and goes to Dr. Anna for his checkup.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Paper Chase/A Polar Adventure
Cat’s friend Dr. Twiggles shows Sally and Nick how to make new paper out of old paper by recycling!

12:30am Dinosaur Train
What’s at the Center of the Earth? Layers!/What’s at the Center of the Earth? Fossils!
The Conductor takes the Pteranodon family underground using the new the Drill Engine Train!

2 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
Villains In Need Are Villains Indeed/Happily Ever Odd
Odd Squad and villains work together to stop a giant robot. Agents lose someone in headquarters.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Haunt Squad/Safe House in the Woods
Odd Squad is haunted by a ghost. Owen and new recruit wait out a storm while transporting a creature.

9pm Arthur
Binky’s A Game/Brain and the Time Capsule
When Binky gets an "A" on a test, Muffy and Francine are convinced that Binky cheated.

3 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
How to Interrogate A Unicorn/The Briefcase
Characters escape their books in the library and Olive and Otto must
figure out how it's happening.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Best Seats in the House/Agent Obfusco
Olive and Otto battle Oren and Olaf for the best chairs. Ms. O and Oscar run a top secret mission.

9pm Arthur
Arthur Makes Waves/It Came from Beyond
The kids try to get along with Molly when they swim in her pool. Grandma's new dog bullies everyone.

9:30pm Arthur
Arthur's Numbers Nightmare/Brain Gets Hooked
Arthur and friends find what looks like a list of their class rankings in the Principal’s office.

10pm Sesame Street
Abby's Sock Solution
After Chris loses a sock while doing his laundry, Abby conjures up dancing socks and creates chaos.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Does Gymnastics/The Big Slide
Daniel feels nervous to join in with his friends when he goes to gymnastics for the first time.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Birthday/Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor
Daniel picks out a cake for his birthday party but it gets smushed on the bumpy Trolley ride home.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Lost Voice/Doll Hospital
Pinkalicious and Jasmine play doctor and find themselves taking care of all the dolls in Pinkville.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
The Skin I'm In/Fishy Washy
The Cat, Nick and Sally visit Dr. Giggles and shrink down small to learn about how super skin is!

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Shoshana Shonisaurus/All Kinds of Families
The Pteranodon family goes deep under the sea to meet Shoshana Shonisaurus, a huge marine reptile.

5 Friday
8pm Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
Arthur, Buster and Ladonna have a treehouse sleepover that seems to be haunted! But by what?

9pm Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts must defeat Zach and other villains who have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween.

10pm Sesame Street
Shape Hunt
Everyone on Sesame Street gets a list of shapes and have to look around the street to find them.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Tiger Family Trip
The Tiger Family is heading out on a road trip to Grandpere's house and Daniel gets a helpful map.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and O's Road Trip/Daniel's Puppet Plan
Daniel and O pretend to go on a Trolley road trip, but they can't agree on where to travel to first.

All Sorts of Things/Bubble Trouble
Nick and Sally can't agree on the "right" way to sort their toys. The Cat takes them to Toborrowland.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 3/Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 4
Buddy and Tiny help King Cryolophosaurus overcome his fear of performing in front of an audience.

4 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
Where There's a Wolf, There's a Way/New Jacket Required
Otis and Olympia stop werewolf Olaf from turning back into a boy. Otis struggles with his new jacket.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Deposit Slip Up/Villains Always Win
Odd Squad builds an exact replica of the villain's vault to intercept a jetpack.

9pm Arthur
Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales
An architect helps the gang rebuild their tree house. Arthur's chorus group has a new teacher.

9:30pm Arthur
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Tibble/The Secret Guardians
The Tibble Twins sell pre-school art masterpieces. Arthur and Binky find a secret spot in the woods.

10pm Sesame Street
Shape Hunt
Everyone on Sesame Street gets a list of shapes and have to look around the street to find them.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
So Many Feelings/Daniel's Many Feelings
Prince Wednesday won't stop pretending to be a scary bear and this makes Daniel feel mad.
Neighborhood
Daniel's Babysitter/Daniel Goes to School
Prince Tuesday comes to babysit Daniel Tiger while Mom Tiger and Dad Tiger go out dancing.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Don't Wake Norman/Pinkasaurus
Pinkalicious and Peter work on acting like gnomes so they can guard the garden as Norman sleeps.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Take A Walk/Cotton Patch
Sid the centipede, Spinny the spider and Bugsy the beetle teach the kids how they walk on many legs.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Stargazing on the Night Train/Get Into Nature!
Sidney Sinovenator takes the family to his favorite stargazing spot and teaches them about stars.

6 Saturday
8pm Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
Arthur, Buster and Ladonna have a treehouse sleepover that seems to be haunted! But by what?

9pm Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts must defeat Zach and other villains who have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween.

10pm Sesame Street
The New Old MacDonald
Old MacDonald's animals don't want to sing the song anymore because it's always sung the same way.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Visiting Grandpere/The Tiger Family Goes Back Home
Grandpere and Daniel have fun hunting for buried treasure and they also take a sunrise boat ride.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Does Gymnastics/The Big Slide
Daniel feels nervous to join in with his friends when he goes to gymnastics for the first time.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Slumber Party/Puptastic
Pinkalicious and her friends imagine a friendly pink dragon during a Princess of Pink slumber party.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Paper Chase/A Polar Adventure
Cat's friend Dr. Twiggles shows Sally and Nick how to make new paper out of old paper by recycling!

12:30am Dinosaur Train
What's at the Center of the Earth? Layers!/What's at the Center of the Earth? Fossils!
The Conductor takes the Pteranodon family underground using the new the Drill Engine Train!

7 Sunday
8pm Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
Arthur, Buster and Ladonna have a treehouse sleepover that seems to be haunted! But by what?

9pm Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts must defeat Zach and other villains who have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween.

10pm Sesame Street
The Golden Triangle
Telly turns into Texas Telly the explorer in search of the rarest most beautiful triangle of all.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
So Many Feelings/Daniel's Many Feelings
Prince Wednesday won't stop pretending to be a scary bear and this makes Daniel feel mad.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Tiger Family Trip
The Tiger Family is heading out on a road trip to Grandpere's house and Daniel gets a helpful map.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Lost Voice/Doll Hospital
Pinkalicious and Jasmine play doctor and find themselves taking care of all the dolls in Pinkville.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
All Sorts of Things/Bubble Trouble
Nick and Sally can't agree on the "right" way to sort their toys. The Cat takes them to Toborrowland.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Shoshana Shonisaurus/All Kinds of Families
The Pteranodon family goes deep under the sea to meet Shoshana Shonisaurus, a huge marine reptile.

8 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Life of O'brian/Whatever Happened to Agent Oz?
A miffed O'Brian won't let Olive access the tubes. Olive must figure out what she did to upset him.

8:30pm Odd Squad
The Jackies/Invasion of the Body Switchers
Ms. O and her team will stop at nothing to win their very first Jackie Award.

9pm Arthur
The Master Builders, Parts 1 & 2
Buster struggles to build a birdhouse that will save the community garden from pests.

9:30pm Arthur
No Acting Please/Prunella Deegan and the Disappointing Ending
Director Will Toffman teaches Fern how to have fun when she lands a role in a community play.

10pm Sesame Street
The New Old Macdonald
Old MacDonald's animals don't want to sing the song anymore because it's always sung the same way.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Feels Two Feelings/The Neighborhood Carnival
Daniel, Katerina and O get frustrated when they can't keep their kite in the air.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Allergy/Allergies at School
Daniel learns he is allergic to peaches. Doctor Anna tells Daniel how he can take care of himself.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter builds the tallest block tower ever! Pinkalicious wants to do something special for Mommy.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Biggest Bird/Drum Di Drum
Sally and Nick meet the Cat's friend Os the ostrich and his wife who are a great dad and mom!

12:30am Dinosaur Train
The Forest Fire/The Lost Bird
The kids take on a hike through the woods to see how new life is growing back after a forest fire.

9 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
Now You Don't See Me/Moustache Confidential
Olive and Otto must stop a villain who has turned townspeople and Odd Squad agents invisible.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Disorder in the Court
Olive is put on trial for causing oddness.

9pm Arthur
Lights, Camera.... Opera!!/All Worked Up
Muffy isn't excited about her concert tickets. His mother's new schedule is affecting Arthur's luck.

9:30pm Arthur
Silent Treatment/Kung Fool
George decides not to speak until his friends notice. Fern learns a neighbor was a Kung Fu artist.

10pm Sesame Street
Shape Hunt
Everyone on Sesame Street gets a list of shapes and have to look around the street to find them.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Does Gymnastics/The Big Slide
Daniel feels nervous to join in with his friends when he goes to gymnastics for the first time.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Fall Festival/Field Day at School
When the wind knocks down decorations for the Fall Festival, Daniel and his friends help out.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Fairy House/Pinkabotta & Peterbotta
Pinkalicious and Peter build a fairy house to attract Springtime Fairies that turn out to be noisy.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Step This Way/Anything You Can Do
Emily the teal, Mikey the lemur and Greg the gecko show the kids their differently shaped feet.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Trains, Submarines and Zeppelins: Part 1/Part 2
Mr. Pteranodon and Larry go out to the Big Pond and accidentally miss the last train home.

10 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Olive and Otto In Shmumberland

8:30pm Odd Squad
O Is Not for Over
Olive and Otto face their biggest challenge yet!

9pm Arthur
Francine's Big Top Trouble/George Blows His Top
Francine tries to tumble for circus camp. George has trouble with Buster's borrowing.

9:30pm Arthur
Arthur Sells Out/Mind Your Manners
Arthur sells his old toys through his school's Web site & takes on Brain at a checkers competition.

10pm Sesame Street
The Golden Triangle
Telly turns into Texas Telly the explorer in search of the rarest most beautiful triangle of all.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Sharing at the Library/Daniel Shares with Margaret
Daniel learns that sharing a book with a friend can be even more fun than reading it alone.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Makes a Noise
Maker/Daniel Makes the Neighborhood
Katerina and Daniel create their own super-duper noise makers to play "super hero helpers."

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sidewalk Art/Gnome at Home
Pinkalicious and Peter invite...
Norman the Gnome to watch over the plants inside their home.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Wrapper's Delight/Dive Swim Scoop
Gina the Giraffe Weevil shows Nick and Sally how she uses leaves to wrap her eggs to protect them.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Otto Ophthalmosaurus/King Meets Crystal
The Conductor takes the family deep under the sea in a brand-new invention, a submarine!

11 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
The Odd Antidote/The One That Got Away
Ms. O has strange side effects from being sprayed by a weird plant. Olive and Otto must find a cure.

8:30pm Odd Squad
Odd Outbreak/The Perfect Lunch
Olive and Otto help Ms. O host a lunch for some very important but easily offended guests.

9pm Arthur
Muffy Misses Out/Arthur Takes A Stand
Muffy worries that her friends don't need her anymore when they plan a bake sale without her.

9:30pm Arthur
Macfrensky/The Good The Bad and the Binky
When Francine and Brain compete to become student of the month, Francine resorts to lying to win.

10pm Sesame Street
Cinderella's Slippery Slippers
Cinderella and Rosita would love to play together, but Cinderella's fancy shoes make it difficult.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Jodi's Mama Travels for Work/The Tiger Family Babysits
Jodi is sad when her mama leaves for a work trip. Daniel reminds her that grown-ups come back.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle
Teacher Daniel is playing "school" today, but his "student," Baby Margaret, just won't cooperate!

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Dancing Shoe/No Honking
When Pinkalicious puts on a mysterious pair of shoes she can't stop tap dancing!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Cause and Effect/Good Vibrations
The Cat takes Nick and Sally to the Great Causeway to discover the world of cause and effect.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Haunted Roundhouse/Big Pond Pumpkin Patch
Dad and the kids take a Night Train to Troodon Town for a spooky party at a "haunted house."

12 Friday
8pm Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas
The Wild Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are disappearing around the globe!

9pm Odd Squad
Reindeer Games
Olive and Otto help Santa track down a reindeer and Oscar helps Ms. O get off Santa's naughty list.

9:30pm Ready Jet Go!
Holidays In Boxwood Terrace
Jet pitches an idea for the annual Boxwood Terrace Christmas Pageant and he gets to direct it!

10pm Sesame Street
Our Family's Way
Abby's family is having dinner at Elmo's house and both families have fun getting dinner ready.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Wednesday's Happy Birthday/Daniel's Happy Song
Daniel heads to the castle for Prince Wednesday's birthday party and feels happy to be with friends.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Mad/Katerina Gets Mad
Daniel wants to play and gets mad when Mom Tiger says he can't go outside because it's raining.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Best Day Ever/Catchy Song
Pop star Jonah Rose comes to Pinkville. Pinkalicious writes a catchy song and everyone is singing it.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Balancing Act/Marvelous Marbles
Zappa the snow leopard shows Nick and Sally how he keeps his balance, so they walk across a beam.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 1/Dinosaur Big City, Pt. 2
Buddy and the Pteranodon family attend the Theropod Convention in Laramidia, the Dinosaur Big City!

13 Saturday
8pm Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas
The Wild Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are disappearing around the globe!

9pm Odd Squad
Reindeer Games
Olive and Otto help Santa track down a reindeer and Oscar helps Ms. O get off Santa's naughty list.

9:30pm Ready Jet Go!
Holidays In Boxwood Terrace
Jet pitches an idea for the annual
Boxwood Terrace Christmas Pageant and he gets to direct it!
10pm Sesame Street
Fido The Frog
Chris, Elmo and Abby help Fido feel proud that he's a frog and find the right habitat to live in.
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Feels Two Feelings/The Neighborhood Carnival
Daniel, Katerina and O get frustrated when they can't keep their kite in the air.
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Does Gymnastics/The Big Slide
Daniel feels nervous to join in with his friends when he goes to gymnastics for the first time.
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Peterific/Mother's Day Surprise
Peter builds the tallest block tower ever! Pinkalicious wants to do something special for Mommy.
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Biggest Bird/Drum Di Drum
Sally and Nick meet the Cat's friend Os the ostrich and his wife who are a great dad and mom!
12:30am Dinosaur Train
Dinosaur Train Submarine: Otto Ophthalmosaurus/King Meets Crystal
The Conductor takes the family deep under the sea in a brand-new invention, a submarine!
14 Sunday
8pm Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas
The Wild Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are disappearing around the globe!
9pm Odd Squad
Reindeer Games
Olive and Otto help Santa track down a reindeer and Oscar helps Ms. O get off Santa's naughty list.
9:30pm Ready Jet Go!
Holidays In Boxwood Terrace
Jet pitches an idea for the annual Boxwood Terrace Christmas Pageant and he gets to direct it!
10pm Sesame Street
Chinese New Year
Elmo and his friends make a Chinese dragon costume to celebrate Chinese New Year.
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Sharing at the Library/Daniel Shares with Margaret
Daniel learns that sharing a book with a friend can be even more fun than reading it alone.
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Jodi's Mama Travels for Work/The Tiger Family Babysits
Jodi is sad when her mama leaves for a work trip. Daniel reminds her that grown-ups come back.
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Sidewalk Art/Gnome at Home
Pinkalicious and Peter invite Norman the Gnome to watch over the plants inside their home.
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
The Search for String/Mirror Mirror
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally to a mirror world where they happened to her old partner. Algebraic thinking is showcased.
8:30pm Arthur
Paradise Lost/The Pride of Lakewood
Baby Kate is growing up! The more words she learns, the less she seems to understand her dog, Pal.
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Asteroid Belt Space Race/Sydney 2
The kids join Celery in a space race between them, Uncle Zucchini, and Auntie Eggplant and Zerk.
9:30pm WordGirl
Staycation/Dr. No-Voice
Mr. Big unveils a mind control scheme, causing Becky's vacation to become anything but relaxing.
10pm Sesame Street
Our Family's Way
Abby's family is having dinner at Elmo's house and both families have fun getting dinner ready.
10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Wednesday Finds A Way To Play/Finding A Way To Play On Backwards Day
Daniel and Katerina Kittycat play "house" at school, but Wednesday wants to be a loud dinosaur.
11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Frustrated/Frustration at School
While playing "restaurant" at school, Daniel feels frustrated when he can't find a specific toy.
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Pink Or Treat/Berry Scary
Halloween may be cancelled due to a storm, unless Pink-a-girl and Pirate Peter can save the holiday!
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
The Search for String/Mirror Mirror
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally to a mirror world where they
learn how reflections work.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Shiny and Snakes/Tiny Loves Flowers
Shiny gets over her fear of snakes when she meets a Sanajeh, a huge Cretaceous snake.

16 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
Rise of the Hydraclops/O Is Not for Old
In order to save humanity, Olive and Otto must locate a treasure chest that Oscar buried.

8:30pm Arthur
Invasion of the Soccer Fans/Pal and the Big Itch
Kate appears to be hypnotized by the soccer game on television! Can her friends snap her out of it!

9pm Ready Jet Go!
How Come The Moon Has Craters?/Backyard Moon Base
The kids learn that falling asteroids probably created all the craters on the Moon’s surface!

9:30pm WordGirl
A Sticky Situation/Eight Legs Vs. Two-Brains
A broken figurine somehow leads to WordGirl and TJ becoming glued together, back-to-back.

10pm Sesame Street
Rapunzel Gets A Haircut
Abby and Elmo help Rapunzel keep her hair from getting in the way so she can be a gymnast.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel’s New Friend/Same and Different
Daniel and Miss Elaina meet Prince Wednesday’s cousin Chrissie during a playdate at the castle.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Snowflake Day!
Daniel has a very important role as the snowflake in the Neighborhood’s Snowflake Day Show!

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Love/Duocom
When her Valentines are accidentally destroyed, Pinkalicious must come up with a creative solution.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Design Time/A Prize Surprise

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Junior Conductors Academy: Part One/Junior Conductors Academy: Part Two
The kids are off to Junior Conductor’s Academy in Laramidia to try to become Junior Conductors!

17 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Dance Like Nobody Is Watching/Recipe for Disaster
Olive and Otto explain to Ms. O how a case went wrong, each in their own way.

8:30pm Arthur
Phony Fern/Brain’s Shocking Secret
Fern becomes hooked on her cell phone. Will Binky reveal that Brain was kept back in kindergarten?

9pm Ready Jet Go!
How Come The Moon Changes Shape?/Night of a Bazillion Stars
The kids fly out to space so they can see how the Moon changes shape depending on perspective.

9:30pm WordGirl
Tim Botsford: Neighborhood Assistant/Set Sail for the Bake Sale
Mr. Botsford becomes a Neighborhood Assistant, determined to help anyone who needs it (or doesn’t).

10pm Sesame Street
Chinese New Year
Elmo and his friends make a Chinese dragon costume to celebrate Chinese New Year.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel And Miss Elaina Play Rocketship/Daniel Plays At The Castle
Daniel and Miss Elaina learn that they can still have fun together, even without their toys.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Gets A Cold/Mom Tiger Is Sick
Daniel is not feeling very well, but he doesn’t want to miss Prince Wednesday’s birthday party.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Star Light, Star Not So Bright/The Opera-Matic
Pinkalicious is excited when a star from the heart-shaped constellation lands in the backyard!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Nick’s Cricket/Go with the Flow
The Cat and the kids make an emergency landing on Lagoona-Maroon and learn how to build a shelter.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
The Earthquake/Nursery Car
The kids go on a playdate with Tank Triceratops to the desert where they meet his distant relative.

18 Thursday
8pm Odd Squad
Hold The Door/Flatabstrophe
An agent in training gets lost in headquarters. Olive and Otto must find him before Ms. O finds out.

8:30pm Arthur
Looking for Bonnie/The Secret Origin of Supernova
Rock musician Dean Lomax visits Elwood City and asks George’s dad to fix his guitar named Bonnie.
9pm Ready Jet Go!  
Mission to the Moon/Mindy's Moon  
Bounce House  
The kids decide to do a real-life reenactment of man's first mission landing on the Moon!

9:30pm WordGirl  
Victoria Best/Showdown at the Secret Spaceship Hideout  
WordGirl comes up with a contest that will thwart Victoria's evil trophy stealing plans.

10pm Sesame Street  
Clothing Drive  
Nina suggests having a clothing drive in a neighborhood since Rudy's favorite sweater doesn't fit.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood  
A Storm in the Neighborhood/After The Neighborhood Storm  
There's a big storm coming to the Neighborhood and Daniel and his friends are a little frightened.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood  
No Red Sweater for Daniel/Teacher Harriet's New Hairdo  
Daniel is getting ready for the day, but he gets very concerned when he can't find his red sweater.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific  
Pinkalicious/Glitterizer  
Mommy shows Pinkalicious her latest invention: the Glitterizer, a machine that sprays glitter!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!  
Jumping on the Moon/Sneeezy Riders  
The kids visit the moon and Astronaut Audrey takes them for a space walk to learn all about gravity.

12:30am Dinosaur Train  
Derek The Deinonychus/Don's Dragonfly  
Buddy, Tiny and Mom meet a kid who uses his toe-claws to not only hunt with but to carve great art!

19 Friday

8pm Wild Kratts  
Mystery of the Flamingo's Pink  
The Kratt brothers and the team are on a quest to solve the mystery of the Flamingo's Pink.

8:30pm Wild Kratts  
Spots in the Desert  
Wild Kratts kid Manuel contacts the team to say that he has spotted an ocelot the Sonoran Desert.

9pm Ready Jet Go!: One Small Step  
Jet and his friends learn about the Apollo Space Program as they embark on a sleepover on the Moon.

10pm Sesame Street  
Surfin' Sesame Street  
Elmo, Grover and Chris surprise Alan by bringing the beach to Sesame Street!

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood  
Friends Help Each Other/Daniel Helps O Tell A Story  
Daniel helps reassemble the tea party when Katerina accidentally knocks her tea set on the floor.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood  
It's Love Day!/Daniel's Love Day Surprise  
Daniel and his friends come up with their own special ways to show their love for one another.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific  
Monkey Dance/Royal Peacock Dance  
Pinkalicious and Peter find a monkey outside their treehouse who is a trickster and pretty messy!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!  
Top of the Sky/Jiggle Bones  
Nick and Sally launch a rocket into the sky and find it in Audrey the Astronaut's space station.

12:30am Dinosaur Train  
That's Not A Dinosaur/Tiny's Garden  
The kids are told they can't compete in a leaf-necklace contest because they are not dinosaurs.

20 Saturday

8pm Wild Kratts  
Mystery of the Flamingo's Pink  
The Kratt brothers and the team are on a quest to solve the mystery of the Flamingo's Pink.

8:30pm Wild Kratts  
Spots in the Desert  
Wild Kratts kid Manuel contacts the team to say that he has spotted an ocelot the Sonoran Desert.

9pm Ready Jet Go!: One Small Step  
Jet and his friends learn about the Apollo Space Program as they embark on a sleepover on the Moon.

10pm Sesame Street  
Crafty Friends  
Elmo helps Zoe find just the right play date for Zoe's pet rock, Rocco.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood  
Prince Wednesday Finds A Way To Play/Finding A Way To Play On Backwards Day  
Daniel and Katerina Kittycat play "house" at school, but Wednesday wants to be a loud dinosaur.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood  
Daniel's New Friend/Same and Different  
Daniel and Miss Elaina meet Prince Wednesday's cousin Chrissie during a playdate at the castle.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific  
Pink Love/Duocorn  
When her Valentines are accidentally destroyed, Pinkalicious
must come up with a creative solution.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Jumping on the Moon/Sneezy Riders
The kids visit the moon and Astronaut Audrey takes them for a space walk to learn all about gravity.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Shiny and Snakes/Tiny Loves Flowers
Shiny gets over her fear of snakes when she meets a Sanajeh, a huge Cretaceous snake.

21 Sunday

8pm Wild Kratts
Mystery of the Flamingo’s Pink
The Kratt brothers and the team are on a quest to solve the mystery of the Flamingo’s Pink.

8:30pm Wild Kratts
Spots in the Desert
Wild Kratts kid Manuel contacts the team to say that he has spotted an ocelot the Sonoran Desert.

9pm Ready Jet Go!: One Small Step
Jet and his friends learn about the Apollo Space Program as they embark on a sleepover on the Moon.

10pm Sesame Street
Chamki Visits Sesame Street
Big Bird’s pen pal, a friend who he has a lot in common with, visits Sesame Street from India.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel And Miss Elaina Play Rocketship/Daniel Plays At The Castle
Daniel and Miss Elaina learn that they can still have fun together, even without their toys.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood

A Storm in the Neighborhood/After The Neighborhood Storm
There’s a big storm coming to the Neighborhood and Daniel and his friends are a little frightened.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Star Light, Star Not So Bright/The Opera-Matic
Pinkalicious is excited when a star from the heart-shaped constellation lands in the backyard!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Top of the Sky/Jiggle Bones
Nick and Sally launch a rocket into the sky and find it in Audrey the Astronaut’s space station.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
The Earthquake/Nursery Car
The kids go on a playdate with Tank Triceratops to the desert where they meet his distant relative.

22 Monday

8pm Odd Squad
Oscar of All Trades/Swamps ‘n’ Gators
Oscar discusses his early days at Odd Squad. Olive and Otto get trapped inside a board game.

8:30pm Arthur
Arthur Weighs in/the Law of the Jungle Gym
Arthur tries to get in shape. Muffy gets bullied when she sets up a camera studio in the jungle gym.

9pm Ready Jet Go!
Moon Circus/Every Day Is Earth Day
Carrot is about to turn 250 Bortronian years old and the kids set up a backyard circus to celebrate.

9:30pm WordGirl
Rhyme and Reason, Part 1/Rhyme and Reason, Part 2
Rhyme and Reason, a new villainous duo, arrive in the city for a crime spree.

10pm Sesame Street
Surfin’ Sesame Street
Elmo, Grover and Chris surprise Alan by bringing the beach to Sesame Street!

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Something Special for Dad/I Love You, Mom
Daniel goes to the Post Office with Mom, where he learns how letters are sorted and mailed.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Someone Else’s Feelings/Empathy at School
Chrissie is upset after losing her special bracelet and Daniel has trouble understanding why.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Plantastically Pink/Painting Pixie
Pinkalicious plants the seed of the most beautiful flower in the world: the Pinkabloom!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Rumbly Tumbly/Planet Name Game
The kids take a super shrunken trip into Thing One’s stomach to learn why stomachs make noises.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Buddy Explores The Tyrannosaurs/Rainy Day Fight
Dad takes Buddy, an adopted T. rex, to the early Cretaceous to visit an ancestor called Raptorex.

23 Tuesday

8pm Odd Squad
There Might Be Dragons/Dawn of the Read
When the power goes out, Odd Squad must figure out a way to control the temperature of dragon eggs.

8:30pm Arthur
Swept Away/Germophobia
Arthur, D.W. and Buster build sandcastles at the beach. A sloppy Buster learns to avoid germs.
9pm Ready Jet Go!
I Feel The Earth Move/Zerk Visits Earth
Jet’s cousin Zerk comes to Earth for a visit and the kids show him around the neighborhood.
9:30pm WordGirl
Trustworthy Tobey/The Tooth Hurts
When Scoops asks Becky to run the Daily Rag she makes the story behind his absence front-page news.
10pm Sesame Street
Crafty Friends
Elmo helps Zoe find just the right play date for Zoe’s pet rock, Rocco.
10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Line Leader Daniel/Neighborhood Jobs
Daniel learns the importance of the Neighborhood jobs when he and Mom Tiger fill in as librarians.
11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Is Jealous/Jealousy at the Treehouse
Daniel thinks Katerina is getting too much attention from Grandpere and starts to feel jealous.
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Lost Voice/Doll Hospital
Pinkalicious and Jasmine play doctor and find themselves taking care of all the dolls in Pinkville.
12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Trick Or Treat/King Cecil The Seahorse
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally to the Magnetic Fields where they learn how magnets work.
12:30am Dinosaur Train
What’s at the Center of the Earth? Troglobites!/Minerals!

The Pteranodon Family meets creatures without eyes called "troglobites" in an underground cave.

24 Wednesday

8pm Odd Squad
First Day
Agents struggle with a case while Oscar interviews candidates to run the Odd Squad Creature Room.
8:30pm Arthur
The A Team/Emily Swallows A Horse
Francine and Brain make the soccer All-Star team. Emily tells big lies to cover up a little one.
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Space Race/Jet’s Time Machine
Celery competes against her brother, Uncle Zucchini, in an "Earthie-style race with a winner"!
9:30pm WordGirl
The Best of the Best/Art’s Parts
A thief is stealing every piece of art in the city. Can Wordgirl catch the villain in the act?
10pm Sesame Street
Chamki Visits Sesame Street
Big Bird’s pen pal, a friend who he has a lot in common with, visits Sesame Street from India.
10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
A Trip To The Enchanted Garden/A Trip To The Crayon Factory
Daniel learns how strawberries grow and takes a fun trip to the factory to see how crayons are made.
11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Thinks of Others/Daniel Thinks of What Margaret Needs
While making a picture for his family, Daniel ends up using ALL of the glitter. Oh no!
11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sand Palace/Zoo Day
Pinkalicious uses natural objects to build a sand palace for the sand castle competition.

25 Thursday

8pm Odd Squad
6:00 to 6:05
Dinosaurs break out of the dinosaur room in headquarters. Olive and Otto must travel back in time.
8:30pm Arthur
Baby Kate and the Imaginary Mystery/Strangers on a Train
Nadine, D.W.’s imaginary friend is missing! Sue Ellen finds a mysterious diary on a train.
9pm Ready Jet Go!
Whole Lotta Shakin’/My Fair Jet
The kids attempt to build the tallest tower ever on the Moon, hoping to beat Jet’s cousin’s record.
9:30pm WordGirl
World’s Best Dad/The Good Old, Bad Old Days
When Becky orders a gigantic book of world records, she decides it’s time to help her dad break one.
10pm Sesame Street
The Last Straw
Bert can’t fall asleep because Ernie is making too much noise. Bert becomes angry and leaves!
10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Duckling Goes Home/Daniel Feels
Left Out
Today at school, the children find out that Ducky has grown too big to be their classroom pet.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Makes A Mistake/Baking Mistakes
Daniel accidentally knocks a basket of objects off a table and learns that everyone makes mistakes.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Face Painting/Sailing Away
Peter thinks he’s too short to do fun activities, so he makes shoes that let you jump really high!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Stripy Safari/Wool
Nick and Sally set off on a safari with The Cat in the Hat to find all kinds of stripes on animals.

26 Friday
8pm Molly of Denali
8:30pm Molly of Denali
9pm Molly of Denali

9:30pm WordGirl
Becky Knows Best/As Something As Something
Becky is thrilled to help TJ with a school writing contest, but TJ doesn’t want Becky’s help.

10pm Sesame Street
It’s Dance Your Favorite Dance Day
Nina, who knows lots of dances from around the world, teaches everyone their favorite dances moves.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Shares His Tigertastic Car/Katerina Shares Her Tutu
Daniel learns that sharing is easy when he knows he will get his toy car back from his friends.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Nighttime in the Neighborhood
Daniel takes a walk at night with his parents and learns that many things are different after dark.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
All Tangled Up/Above The Clouds
A mishap leaves Pinkville with balls of yarn instead of flowers for Pinkville’s Flower Festival.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Who Can See The Wind?/Gravity Drop
The Cat in the Hat takes the kids to Windnasium where they learn to "see" wind in all kinds of ways.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Hootin’ Hadrosaurs/Hatching Party
Perry Parasauropolhus, a dinosaur with a crest on his head, teaches a way to hoot some hip music.

27 Saturday
8pm Molly of Denali
8:30pm Molly of Denali
9pm Molly of Denali

9:30pm WordGirl
The Ordinary, Extraordinary Botsfords/The Penny, the Pony, and the Pirate
Becky realizes that her ordinary, human family possesses remarkable special powers of their own.

10pm Sesame Street
A Very Sesame Street Thanksgiving
Rosita learns everyone has their own family traditions and eats all kinds of food for Thanksgiving.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Someone Else’s Feelings/Empathy at School
Chrissie is upset after losing her special bracelet and Daniel has trouble understanding why.

11pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Is Jealous/Jealousy at the Treehouse
Daniel thinks Katerina is getting too much attention from Grandpere and starts to feel jealous.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Lost Voice/Doll Hospital
Pinkalicious and Jasmine play doctor and find themselves taking care of all the dolls in Pinkville.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Rumbly Tumbly/Planet Name Game
The kids take a super shrunken trip into Thing One’s stomach to learn why stomachs make noises.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
What’s at the Center of the Earth Troglobites!/Minerals!
The Pteranodon Family meets creatures without eyes called “troglobites” in an underground cave.

28 Sunday
8pm Molly of Denali
8:30pm Molly of Denali
9pm Molly of Denali

9:30pm WordGirl
Pineapple of My Eye/Big Baby
Chuck the Evil Sandwich Making Guy is on a dastardly mission to rid the city of pineapples!

10pm Sesame Street
The Count’s Counting Error
The Count makes a counting mistake and decides to find another job that doesn’t involve counting.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
Daniel Thinks of Others/Daniel Thinks of What Margaret Needs
While making a picture for his family, Daniel ends up using ALL of the glitter. Oh no!

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Makes A Mistake/Baking Mistakes
Daniel accidentally knocks a basket of objects off a table and learns that everyone makes mistakes.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Face Painting/Sailing Away
Peter thinks he's too short to do fun activities, so he makes shoes that let you jump really high!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Opposites Attract/The Talents of Balance
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally to the Magnetic Fields where they learn how magnets work.

29 Monday
8pm Odd Squad
Back to the Past/Odd Squad Needs You
When the agents are accidentally transported to the future, they need to figure out what day it is!

8:30pm Arthur
D.W. Beats All/Buster The Myth Maker
D.W. is determined to get a big loud drum set. Buster claims there is a tiger in the state forest.

9pm Ready Jet Go!
From Pluto with Love/A Star Is Born
Sydney leads an expedition to the edge of the solar system to bring Mindy's Valentine to Pluto.

9:30pm WordGirl
Patch Game/Girls Day Out Throws Chuck
Becky tries to compete honestly and resist using her super powers to win a City Scout contest.

10pm Sesame Street
It's Dance Your Favorite Dance Day
Nina, who knows lots of dances from around the world, teaches everyone their favorite dances moves.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Takes Care of Snowball/Margaret's Bathtime
Daniel is at home playing with his toy horse when Mom asks him to help her give Margaret a bath.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Wednesday's Happy Birthday/Daniel's Happy Song
Daniel heads to the castle for Prince Wednesday's birthday party and feels happy to be with friends.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Snow Fairy/To Catch A Leaf
After a snowstorm Pinkalicious, Peter and Jasmine spend the day sculpting a snow fairy - Frostina!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Amazing Eyes/Water Walkers
Three different animals with very different ways of seeing help the kids find a missing guinea pig.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
Hootin' Hadrosaurs/Hatching Party
Perry Parasaurlophus, a dinosaur with a crest on his head, teaches a way to hoot some hip music.

10 Tuesday
8pm Odd Squad
Soundcheck Part Deux/Jinx
The members of Soundcheck go missing. Otto and Olive must bring them back in time for the concert.

8:30pm Arthur
Buenas Noches, Vicita/Prunella Packs It In
Vicita Molina has lost her favorite book and can't sleep. Prunella begins to worry about college.

9pm Ready Jet Go!
Mindy Turns Five
Mindy has finally turned five and the kids convince her to have her tea party on the Moon!

9:30pm WordGirl
Who Is Ms. Question?/Lunch Lady Chuck
The Coach eliminates Ms. Question from Villain School. Chuck serves in Becky's school cafeteria.

10pm Sesame Street
Kitty Kindness
Grover and Cookie Monster help look after a lost kitten and learn all about how to take care it.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret's First Chime Time/Tiger Family Fun
The Tiger Family is taking Margaret to the Clock Factory for her very first "Chime Time!"

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific Fashion Fun/Welcome Pinka Bear
Pinkalicious, Jasmine and Lila are inspired by fashion designs to create their own, unique outfits!

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Incredible Journey/Bamboozled
With the help of the Subber-e-blubber, the kids follow salmon Samantha underwater and
upriver!

12:30am Dinosaur Train
One Small Dinosaur/T. Rex
Migration
Mrs. Pteranodon takes Buddy and Tiny to visit Mikey Microraptor, one of the smallest of dinosaurs.

31 Wednesday
8pm Odd Squad
Mid-Day in the Garden of Good and Odd/Failure to Lunch
When things in town get covered in jam, the agents turn to Odd Todd for help.

8:30pm Arthur
Binky Goes Nuts/Breezy Listening Blues
Binky learns to be informed about his allergy. Brain must find out how get got a B- on a test.

9pm Ready Jet Go!
The Mindysphere/Lone Star
Sydney tells Jet stories about a local pioneer who went by the nickname "Lone Star."

9:30pm WordGirl
Time-Out with Two-Brains/Dr. Wordgirl-Brains
It's Becky's turn to take home the class pet - a hairy, scary, crawly tarantula named Shaggy.

10pm Sesame Street
A Very Sesame Street Thanksgiving
Rosita learns everyone has their own family traditions and eats all kinds of food for Thanksgiving.

10:30pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Feels Two Feelings/The Neighborhood Carnival
Daniel, Katerina and O get frustrated when they can't keep their kite in the air.

11pm Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Visit the Farm/Fireflies and Fireworks

Daniel heads to the Neighborhood Farm and gets nervous about riding a horse for the first time.

11:30pm Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peterrific/Mother's Day Surprise
Peter builds the tallest block tower ever! Pinkalicious wants to do something special for Mommy.

12am Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Super Cleaner Uppers/Itty Bitty Water
Sandy the Sand Hopper teaches the kids the difference between natural "garbage" and man-made trash.

12:30am Dinosaur Train
The Old Spinosaurus & The Sea/A Spiky Tail Tale
The kids meet and a grumpy old dinosaur called a Spinosaurus that doesn't want the kids in his Sea.